
Helping Brands Solve the Biggest Problem in 
Performance Marketing: Lead Quality

Contact us today! 
 inquiries@archenia.com

Specialized Technology Combined with Real Human Qualification 
Produces Higher Quality and Increasing Conversions.

Your ad engages a potential 
customer and they call to learn 

more.

We validate their intent and relevance 
using a special formula of real-time 

data, AI signals, and … humans (yes, 
you read that right).

Your sales reps are immediately 
connected to ready-to-buy, high-
intent consumers with Archenia 

Qualified Leads (AQLs).

• Real-Time Conversion Scoring - Leveraging our unique set of qualification information and
consumer demographics, we are producing and leveraging real-time conversion scores by media
channel, partner and keyword. We are making conversion scores available via online dashboard for
select beta clients – interested? Let us know and we’d be happy to add you to the list!

• Optimizing for Profit - We recognize not every new customer is valued equally, so we are working
on solutions to deliver not just a new customer, but the right customer for your brand. Utilizing
quality score, demographics, and other real-time data elements, Archenia’s Human IVR technology
delivers your most profitable consumer directly to your sales team.

What is coming in 2023

Plus, insurance carriers can take advantage of an incredible new way to increase profitability in 
2023 with our new exclusive data partnership with Tnedicca!

With Archenia, your sales team will only receive qualified calls. Get in touch today to sign up.

Imagine how much more profitable your business could be if you 
were only taking new customer calls with a lower risk of filing a claim. 
With Archenia + Tnedicca, that possibility becomes a reality. It’s right 
there in their name—Tnedicca is “accident” spelled backwards, 
illustrating how their team has spent years creating an industry-first, 
location-based accident risk score using more than 30 million police 
reports. With our new partnership, Archenia has gained exclusive 
access to these scores and pairs them with our Human IVR to produce 
an expert way to improve carrier profitability from new customers.



Contact us today! 
 inquiries@archenia.com

It is simple and easy to get started. AQLs were created so that brands only need to 
say YES, and we get started. No lengthy implementation required; We do all the 
heavy lifting. Contact us today and experience the AQL difference.

The Archenia Difference
For more than 15 years, Archenia has worked with many of the world’s leading brands. 
Our unique call routing, answering, and analytics platform has established us as a 
leader and innovator in communicating with and qualifying prospective new customers.

Improved Data And Analytics - Archenia Human IVR Dashboard
Our Human IVR can do what an automated system simply cannot. Archenia technology:

• Delivers live, high-intent potential customers who are seeking a product or service quote.
• Generates a real-time quality score to better predict conversion outcome.
• Reports on additional data, such as caller demographics, relevant keywords and intent

score, which can enable real-time campaign optimization.

AQLs deliver more than:

• 5x the normal call conversion
• 3x the number of new customers

This results in:

• 10x increase in advertising ROI
• 5x reduction in wasted call time

Archenia Qualified Leads (AQLs) Generate Revenue at a Lower Cost Per Conversion 

Conversion Rate Increased from 4% to 20% in 
the Auto Insurance Vertical

Before and After Archenia Human IVR


